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Image Rights - a global leader

We live in a world where image is everything
and the cult of celebrity is pervasive.
Overnight, sportspeople and entertainers
can be converted into globally recognised
brands which can be easily damaged and
run the risk of being devalued. This change
in culture raises questions about how
these brands can be protected through
intellectual property (IP) rights.
Traditionally, the main way to protect the IP in
a personality has been through trade marks.
However, they only go so far in protecting
the rights of the modern celebrity, whose
interests are more wide-ranging than have
historically been the case.
The Guernsey image rights legislation
addresses the needs of the modern
marketplace by allowing a personality to
formally register not only images but also
other characteristics related or associated
with them.
The Guernsey Intellectual Property Office
opened for image rights registrations on 3
December 2012 and that morning the first
registrant was accepted to the Guernsey
image rights register.
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Image rights protection and exploitation
The Guernsey image rights legislation works on two levels: first, the registered personality right and second, the underlying image rights. A
‘personality’ is essentially the person’s or company’s identity or brand, i.e. the name by which they are known.

To be registrable, the personality must be one of five types, referred to as the personage:

A LEGAL PERSON

A NATURAL PERSON

(alive or deceased in the last 100 years)

A GROUP

(i.e. corporate, in existence now
or in the last 100 years)

(e.g. sports team or pop group)

A JOINT PERSONALITY

(two or more people intrinsically linked)

A FICTIONAL CHARACTER
(of a human or non-human)

Assuming the person or subject meets one of these five descriptions then their personality can be registered along with any associated images.
The images which can be registered include any characteristics associated with the personality, such as an alias, signature, voice, mannerism,
gesture or other indicia. The main benefit of doing this is to create formal registrable rights.
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By placing image rights on a statutory footing it provides clear definition around the person
as an individual and a brand. In doing so, it creates a commodity which can be protected and
commercially exploited. As a distinct asset class, image rights can be valued, bought, sold,
licensed and used for security collateral and can sit readily within a company, foundation or
trust structure.
Personality and image rights provide effective cover for all manner of activity conducted in the
personality’s name, which means they offer a high degree of protection when considering the
use of the celebrity’s image by unauthorised third parties.

Equally, the Guernsey legislation also includes express provisions balancing
these rights with other interests, including the right of the following:

free speech

parody or satire

news reporting

In addition, the personality and image rights can be licensed, assigned and generally dealt
with separately, allowing complete freedom in their use and operation by the personality or
their licensees.
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BIG NAMES
There has been a steady stream of registrations since the launch of the register.
These include those from the world of football such as:

Manuel Pellegrini

Michael Owen

Jordan Nobbs

Alan McGregor
Tom Cleverley

MANUEL
PELLEGRINI

MICHAEL
OWEN

TOM
CLEVERLEY

ALLAN
MCGREGOR

JORDAN
NOBBS

Former Real Madrid
and Manchester
City manager

Former England
international and
Ballon d’Or winner

Everton and
England midfielder

Hull City and
Scotland goalkeeper

Arsenal and England
women’s footballer
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Other notable names on the register include:
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MCLAREN RACING

HEATHER WATSON

MEGHAN WILLIAMS

Formula 1 team

British tennis star

UK model

BRADLEY SAUNDERS

DJ TIESTO & DJ AFROJACK

BEN AINSLIE

Professional boxer

International DJ’s

Olympic sailor
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A competitive and reliable
place to do business
The breadth and depth of the industries
and celebrities who have filed applications
evidences the continued high regard
in which Guernsey is held as a leading
international finance and IP centre.
The image rights register also shows that
Guernsey continues to offer innovative and
relevant wealth management and wider
financial services solutions to individuals
and corporates wherever in the world they
may be based. It is the availability of quality
legal, tax and other advisory services
together with Guernsey’s internationally
endorsed governance standards which
appeal to the unique requirements of those
who wish to protect commercially valuable
image rights.
Many international clients have an increasing
desire to place their arrangements in a
reputable and reliable domicile such as
Guernsey where quality service provision is at
the forefront. Indeed, in practice many image
rights arrangements are one element within
more complex private wealth management
or corporate arrangements which make
use of Guernsey’s mature, robust and
sophisticated financial, legal and fiduciary
services infrastructure.
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